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1. Install the Windows pE-6501-8 or pE-6501-8-FR 
driver 

 
First of all, you will need to download the NI software from https://www.ni.com/en-
gb/support/downloads/drivers/download.ni-daqmx.html#348669 
To test the pE-6501-8 or pE-6501-8-FR is recognised in Windows, open up device manager 
and plug in the pE-6501-8 or pE-6501-8-FR USB cable. You should see the appearance of the 
NI Icon under “Data Acquisition Devices” to confirm it is connected successfully. 
 

 
 

2. Install the cellSens National Instruments driver 
 
You will need to run the cellSens Installer before running cellSens. During the installation 
and setup of your configuration, you will reach the ‘Microscope Accessories Selection’ 
screen. Scroll and find National Instruments in the list. Now select the NI USB-6501 and click 
“Next” a series of times to complete the installation. 
 
 
 

https://www.ni.com/en-gb/support/downloads/drivers/download.ni-daqmx.html#348669
https://www.ni.com/en-gb/support/downloads/drivers/download.ni-daqmx.html#348669


 

3. Configure cellSens 
 
Firstly, plug the USB cable into the pE-6501-8 or pE-6501-8-FR and the computer, and then 
start cellSens. 
In the “start page” select the device list and in this dialogue box select the Lasers/LEDs tab. 
Under the device tab select Single LED and select the + sign to add 8 channels.  
  

 
 
Now select the NI USB-6501 for LED#1 and in the description write what you would like the 
channel called, for example – 400 nm. Then repeat for each channel. Note that the LEDs will 
automatically run in wavelength order from UV (SB – 365 nm, MB – 400 nm) up to 740 nm 
for the pE-800 or 340 nm up to 635 nm for the pE-800fura. For example: NI USB-6501 
Laser/LED #1 will always be the UV LED. NI USB-6501 Laser/LED #2 will always be the 435 nm 
LED. 
 

 
 



 

 
 
Now press OK and then open the device settings (from the cellSens “start” page). 
 

 
 
The description will be what you entered earlier, but you can also add in the wavelengths. 
This is not necessary, but some customers may find it useful. Make sure the polarity is set to 
High=on and the latency is set to 10 ms (These should be default settings).  
 
The system should now be ready for configuring the illumination settings, in cellSens, to use 
in the toolbar and in experiment protocols. 
 

4. Setting up illumination settings and using the pE-
800 Series in cellSens 

 
Note that intensity control is set in the Lightbridge. The pE-6501-8 or pE-6501-8-FR is only 
for ON/OFF control. In the Lightbridge you must have Standard/TTL selected in the drop-
down menu and the intensity of each channel set to the required level. Individual channel 



 

boxes should be unticked, and the ON/OFF status button should display ‘OFF’. You may keep 
the Lightbridge open, to allow you to adjust the intensity in real-time, during experiments or 
set-up. 
 

 
 

In cellSens we can now set up two different types of illumination settings:  
 

1. Illumination settings to be used during experiments. 

2. Illumination settings for manual LED on/off. 

To begin we select Device Customisation from the start page. This can also be found under 
Acquire>Devices> Device Customisation. 
 

1. Illumination settings to be used during experiments. 

 
As this type of illumination setting is used for acquisition and not altering camera 
parameters, you do not need to configure any specific camera setting. All that is required is 
the trigger to select the correct wavelength, e.g. 400 nm. 
 
Create a new illumination setting e.g. 400 nm, select the 400 nm shutter (note you don’t use 
the light bulb icon) and set the status to “Use for acquisition”, then click OK. This will be the 
illumination setting you will use in experiments. Make methods in a similar way for other 
wavelengths. For multiwavelength acquisition, simply create an illumination setting where 
all required wavelengths have their shutters set to “Use for acquisition”. 



 

 
 
You can then use these illumination settings in your experiment setup. 
 

 



 

 

2. Illumination settings for manual LED on/off 
 
This is a useful feature for researchers wanting to observe the specimen through the 
eyepieces before image acquisition. Here we create a simple illumination setting with the 
wavelength chosen and the shutter set to open. You may create a multi-wavelength channel 
by setting the shutter for all your desired wavelengths to open. 
 

 
 
When you are using this above illumination setting, you will need a simple OFF button that 
turns all the LEDs off. The simplest way to do this is to set all shutters to ‘closed’: 



 

 
 
For simple observation you can now simply choose the Observation Method from the 
toolbar or the microscope control, for example: 365 ON then ALL OFF. 
 

 
 
 


